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Abstract
We show that metrizability and bounded tightness are actually equivalent for a large class G of
locally convex spaces including (LF)-spaces, (DF)-spaces, the space of distributions D′(Ω), etc.
A consequence of this fact is that for X ∈ G the bounded tightness for the weak topology of X is
equivalent to the following one: X is linearly homeomorphic to a subspace of ω :=RN. This nicely
supplements very recent results of Cascales and Raja. Moreover, we show that a metric space X is
separable if the space Cp(X) has bounded tightness.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and preliminary facts
Let X be a locally convex space (lcs) and X′ its topological dual. Set Xσ =
(X,σ(X,X′)) and X′σ = (X′, σ (X′,X)), where σ(X,X′) and σ(X′,X) denote the weak
topologies of X and X′, respectively. By Kaplansky, see [8, Corollary 3.9], it is known that
if X is a metrizable lcs, then Xσ has countable tightness, i.e., for every set A in X and
every x ∈ A¯ there exists a countable set B in A such that x ∈ B¯ .
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for Xσ fails: For every set A in X and every x ∈ A¯ there exists a sequence in A which
converges to x . (This condition is referred by topologists by saying that X is a Fréchet–
Urysohn space.) Indeed, every Fréchet–Urysohn lcs space is bornological [16, p. 141], so
if Xσ is Fréchet–Urysohn, then Xσ = X.
On the other hand, since in every separable and reflexive Banach space X each
σ -relatively compact set is σ -metrizable, it follows that (*) for every reflexive Banach
space X the following conditions are equivalent: X is finite-dimensional. Xσ has bounded
tightness, i.e., for every set A in X and every x ∈ A¯ there exists a bounded subset B of A
such that x ∈ B¯ .
Very recently Cascales and Raja [7] extended (*) to normed spaces. They also showed
that an infinite-dimensional complete (respectively metrizable) lcs X is linearly homeo-
morphic to ω :=RN (respectively to a subspace of ω) iff Xσ has bounded tightness.
Our Main Lemma discovers a useful and general property for any lcs with bounded
tightness and nicely applies to deduce that every lcs with bounded tightness is both
bornological and b-Baire-like. Surprisingly both topological vector properties are the key-
point to generalize (*) and apply to show that: The bounded tightness is equivalent to the
metrizability for any lcs X in a large class G of lcs (including (LM)-spaces, (DF)-spaces,
the space of distributions D′(Ω) and real analytic functions A(Ω) on open Ω ⊂RN, etc.),
see Theorem. For a lcs X in class G the space Xσ has bounded tightness iff X is linearly
homeomorphic to a subspace of ω, see Corollary 4. It should be pointed out that [7] al-
ready contains results (for the weak topologies) of spaces D′(Ω) and A(Ω) as well as a
proof for the fact that if X ∈ G and Xσ is Fréchet–Urysohn, then X is a subspace of ω. Our
Theorem and Corollary 4 complete the whole picture about bounded tightness for most im-
portant classes of spaces in functional analysis and supplement recently obtained results of
Cascales and Raja [7], Cascales, Ka¸kol and Saxon [6] and Ka¸kol and López Pellicer [11].
Some applications for spaces Cp(X), D′(Ω) and A(Ω) are included. Although it seems
to be unknown any characterization of bounded tightness of Cp(X) in terms of X, we show
however (Proposition) that a metric space X is separable if Cp(X) has bounded tightness.
A lcs X is called bornological if every bornivorous absolutely convex subset of X is
a neighbourhood of zero in X or, equivalently, if every bounded linear map from X into
any normed space is continuous. A lcs X is quasibarrelled if every bornivorous and closed
absolutely convex set in X is a neighbourhood of zero. An increasing sequence (An)n of
absolutely convex subsets of a lcs X is bornivorous if for every bounded set B in X there
exists m ∈N such that Am absorbs B . An lcs X is Baire-like [15] (respectively b-Baire-like
[14]) if for every increasing (respectively and bornivorous) sequence (An)n of absolutely
convex and closed subsets of X covering X there exists m ∈ N such that Am is a neigh-
bourhood of zero in X. For lcs its is clear that Baire ⇒ b-Baire-like ⇒ quasibarrelled and
Baire ⇒ Baire-like ⇔ barrelled and b-Baire-like. Ruess [14] observed that every metriz-
able lcs is b-Baire-like and Saxon [15] showed that every barrelled lcs not containing (an
isomorphic copy of) ϕ, i.e., an ℵ0-dimensional vector space with the finest locally convex
topology, is Baire-like; in particular all metrizable barrelled spaces are Baire-like.
By an (LM)-space (respectively (LF)-space) we mean a lcs which is the inductive limit
of an increasing sequence of metrizable (respectively metrizable and complete) lcs, see
[12].
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regular Hausdorff topological space X endowed with the pointwise topology.
2. Bounded tightness for spaces in class G
In [3] Cascales and Orihuela introduced the class G of those lcs X for which there is a
family {Aα: α ∈NN} of subsets of X′ (called its G-representation) such that:
(a) X′ =⋃{Aα: α ∈NN};
(b) Aα ⊂ Aβ when α  β (coordinatewise);
(c) in each Aα sequences are equicontinuous.
The class G is stable by taking subspaces, separated quotients, completions, countable
direct sums and countable products.
In a series of papers [5,6,10,11] we studied some tightness conditions for spaces in G
and those spaces in class G which have countable tightness when endowed with their weak
topology. For example, we proved in [5, Theorem 4.8], that every quasibarrelled space in
class G has countable tightness in the original and its weak topology. In [6] we showed
that in G metrizability and the Fréchet–Urysohn property are equivalent conditions and
we gave also sufficient conditions for a lcs in G to have its strong dual X′β in class G. We
provided also interesting applications, as for example the strong dual X′β of a regular (LF)-
space is metrizable iff it is Fréchet–Urysohn but X′β has countable tightness provided X′β
is quasibarrelled. Unfortunately, as we proved in [6], the space Cp(X) belongs to G iff X is
countable. Therefore reasonable and possible similar results for spaces Cp(X) one should
“get” independently of those for class G.
The following Main Lemma plays a crucial role when proving our main results from
the paper.
Main Lemma. Let X be a non-zero lcs with bounded tightness and let A be an infinite set.
Let {yα,n: α ∈ A,n ∈ N} be a family of non-zero elements such that 0 ∈ {yα,n: α ∈ A} for
each n ∈ N. Then there exists an infinite subset M of N and for every n ∈M a nonempty
subset Bn of A such that
{yα,n: α ∈ Bn, n ∈M}
is bounded.
Proof. Fix a non-zero x ∈ X and let Tn = {yα,n: α ∈ A}. For every n ∈ N let Wn be an
open neighbourhood of n−1x and Un a neighbourhood of zero such that Un ∩Wn = ∅. Let
U be a basis of neighbourhoods of zero for X. For every n ∈N choose
yα(U,n),n ∈ U ∩ Un ∩ Tn
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Since elements yα(U,n),n are non-zero, the set Zn is infinite. Therefore there exists an infi-
nite subset An of A, n ∈N, such that 0 belongs to the closure of {yα,n: α ∈ An} and
{yα,n: α ∈ An} ∩Wn = ∅,
n ∈N. Note also that 0 belongs to the closure of the set
{
yα,n − n−1x: α ∈ An, n ∈N
}
.
Since X has bounded tightness there are a subset M in N and for every n ∈M a nonempty
subset Bn ⊂ An such that the set{
yα,n − n−1x: α ∈ Bn, n ∈M
}
is bounded and its closure contains 0.
Now we prove that the set M is infinite. Assume that M is finite. Then there exists l ∈M
such that 0 belongs to the closure of
Hl :=
{
yα,l − l−1x: α ∈ Bl
}
.
But we know already that Wl ∩{yα,l: α ∈ Bl} = ∅. Hence, if U ∈ U is such that l−1x+U ⊂
Wl , then yα,l − l−1x /∈ U for all α ∈ Bl . Therefore 0 does not belong to the closure of Hl ,
a contradiction. Therefore M is infinite. Finally as easily seen {yα,n: α ∈ Bn,n ∈ M} is
bounded. 
Adapting an idea of Averbukh and Smolyanov, Ka¸kol and Saxon proved [10, Proposi-
tion 1.2], that every Fréchet–Urysohn lcs is b-Baire-like and bornological; a direct proof
of this fact can also be found in [6, Theorem 2.2]. Last lemma allows us to fix a relation
between bounded tightness and the property of being b-Baire-like.
Corollary 1. Every lcs X with bounded tightness is both bornological and b-Baire-like.
In fact, if (An)n is a bornivorous sequence of absolutely convex subsets of X covering X,
there exists n ∈N such that An is a neighbourhood of zero.
Proof. Assume that there exists a bornivorous sequence (An)n of absolutely convex sub-
sets of X and none of An is a neighbourhood of zero. Let U := {Uα : α ∈ A} be a basis of
neighbourhoods of zero in X. For every n ∈N and α ∈ A choose
yα,n ∈ Uα \ nAn. (+)
Then the conditions from Main Lemma are satisfied. Hence there exists an infinite set M
in N and for every n ∈M a nonempty subset Bn of A such that
{yα,n: α ∈ Bn, n ∈M}
is bounded. Therefore there are numbers r, s ∈N such that yα,n ∈ rAs for all α ∈ Bn, n ∈
M. Take in M a number q max{r, s}, then yα,q ∈ qAq for all α ∈ Bq , a contradiction with
(+). This proves that X is b-Baire-like [and bornological (take An = A for all n ∈N)]. 
A nice application of Corollary 1 provides the following useful observation; note that
the implication (3) ⇒ (1) has been stated inside Theorem 4.2 of [7], our proof is different
and uses Corollary 1.
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(1) X is countable.
(2) RX is Fréchet–Urysohn.
(3) RX has bounded tightness.
(4) RX has countable tightness.
Proof. Only (3) ⇒ (1) needs some comment. Assume that X is uncountable and E :=RX
has bounded tightness. By Corollary 1, to get a contradiction it is enough to find in E a non-
bornological subspace. Apparently such subspaces do exist, see [13, 6.2.16]. We present
a very simple and elegant argument to get such subspaces in E: Let Y = {x = (xt) ∈
E: card{t: xt 
= 0} ℵ0}. Then Y is dense and sequential closed in E. Fix y ∈ E \ Y and
consider the space Z := Y + lin{y} endowed with the topology of E. The space Z is not
bornological: Let f :Z →R be a linear functional defined by f (x + ty) = t , x ∈ Y , t ∈R.
Note that f is bounded, i.e., transforms bounded sets into bounded sets. Indeed, observe
that if B ⊂ Z is a bounded set and zn = xn + tny ∈ B , n ∈N, then (tn)n is bounded. But f
is not continuous, since Y is not closed.
The rest of the proof is obvious, taking into account that (4) ⇒ (1) follows from
[1, II.1.1]. 
It is well-known that for a lcs X the space Xσ is linearly homeomorphic to some RI iff
Xσ is complete. This elementary fact and the implication (3) ⇒ (1) from Corollary 2 are
actually the arguments used by Cascales and Raja in their Theorem 4.2 of [7], which we
provide here as the following corollary.
Corollary 3. Let X be an infinite-dimensional complete lcs. Then X is linearly homeomor-
phic to ω iff Xσ has bounded tightness.
Remark 1. If in the definition of the bounded tightness the assumption “bounded subset”
is replaced by “bounded countable subset” one defines another tightness property, namely
countable bounded tightness. Looking again at the proof of Main Lemma one can fix an
useful general property for any non-zero lcs X with bounded tightness: If {yk,n: k,n ∈N}
is a double sequence of non-zero elements of X such that 0 belongs to the closure of
{yk,n: k ∈ N} for any n ∈ N, then there are sequences (kp)p and unbounded (np)p in N
such that {ykp,np : p ∈N} is bounded. This property for any non-zero lcs X with countable
bounded tightness was the seminal idea of Main Lemma. It is clear that a lcs X has both
bounded tightness and countable tightness iff it has countable bounded tightness.
3. A characterization of metrizable spaces
The following pure topological property has been defined in [6]. A topological space X
has bounding tightness if for every subset A of X and every x ∈ A¯ there exists a bounding,
i.e., functionally bounded, subset B of A such that x ∈ B¯ . It is known that every precompact
subset of a lcs in class G is metrizable [3, Theorem 2], and that every bounding set in a
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Urysohn iff it has bounding tightness. We prove more. Our next result supplements with
two new equivalent conditions, namely (3) and (5), Theorem 2.2 of [6].
Theorem. Let X be a lcs which belongs to the class G. The following assertions are equiv-
alent:
(1) X is metrizable.
(2) X is Fréchet–Urysohn.
(3) X has bounded tightness.
(4) X is b-Baire-like.
(5) X is quasibarrelled and the completion Xˆ of X does not contain ϕ.
Proof. Clearly (1) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (3).
(3) ⇒ (4). By Corollary 1.
(4) ⇒ (1). In [6, Theorem 2.2], we proved that metrizability and b-Baire-likeness of X
in G are equivalent conditions.
(4) ⇒ (5). Conditions (1) and (4) are equivalent and no metrizable lcs contains ϕ.
(5) ⇒ (4). If X is quasibarrelled, then its completion Xˆ is barrelled by [13, 5.1.10]. But
every barrelled space which does not contain ϕ is Baire-like [15, Theorem 2.1]. Hence Xˆ
is Baire-like. Now [13, 8.2.27], applies to deduce that X must be b-Baire-like. 
Next corollary supplements with a new equivalent condition, bounded tightness, Corol-
lary 4.4 of [7].
Corollary 4. Let X be a lcs which belongs to class G. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) X is linearly homeomorphic to a subspace of ω.
(2) Xσ is Fréchet–Urysohn.
(3) Xσ has bounded tightness.
Proof. Clearly (1) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (3). Now we show (3) ⇒ (1). By Corollary 1 the space Xσ
is bornological. Hence Xσ = X ∈ G and Theorem applies to conclude that Xσ = X is
metrizable and hence (1) holds. 
Next Corollary 5 was obtained for the weak topologies in [7].
Corollary 5. The spaces D′(Ω) and A(Ω), where Ω is open RN, have countable tightness
(both in original and weak topologies) but do not have bounded tightness (neither for the
original nor weak topologies).
Proof. Since D′(Ω) and A(Ω) are quasibarrelled and strong duals of locally complete
(LF)-spaces, see [9, Example 4.1.2], [12, 1.7 and 1.2], see also [2, Theorem 2], so they
belong to the class G by [6, Corollary 4.3]. Hence by [5, Theorem 4.8], both spaces have
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Theorem and Corollary 4 apply. 
Remark 2. It is known that the space ϕ is an (LF)-space (so belongs to the class G)
and is not metrizable, see [15] for more comments concerning ϕ. Using Theorem we
note that every lcs with bounded tightness does not contain ϕ. Now a result of Saxon,
[15, Theorem 2.1] (every barrelled space not containing ϕ is Baire-like) applies to show
that every barrelled space with bounded tightness is Baire-like. This general observation
nicely applies to spaces Cc(X) of continuous real-valued functions on X endowed with the
compact-open topology: If Cc(X) has bounded tightness, it must be bornological, hence
also barrelled (by Nachbin–Shirota theorem, see [13, 10.1.12]) and consequently Cc(X)
with bounded tightness must be Baire-like.
4. Bounded tightness for spaces Cp(X)
The following interesting and applicable (both in analysis and topology) result of
Arkhangel’skii, see [1, II.1.1], characterizes those spaces Cp(X) which have countable
tightness:
(A) For every n ∈N the product (X)n is Lindelöf iff Cp(X) has countable tightness.
Hence, for a metric space X the space Cp(X) has countable tightness iff X is separable.
Unfortunately, it seems to be unknown when precisely spaces Cp(X) have bounded tight-
ness. We prove however the following interesting
Proposition. If X = (X,d) is a metric space and Cp(X) has bounded tightness, then X is
separable.
Proof.
Case 1. Assume first that X is totally bounded, i.e., for every ε > 0 there exists a finite
set Aε in X such that for every x ∈ X there exists y ∈ Aε such that d(x, y) < ε. It is
well-known that every metric totally bounded space is separable.
Case 2. Assume that X is not totally bounded. Then there exist ε > 0 and a sequence (yn)n
in X such that d(yi, yj ) > ε for all i, j ∈N, i 
= j . For a finite set A = {x1, . . . , xn} by |A|
we denote its cardinality. Let tA be a positive number less than (2|A|)−1ε such that if
VA,xi :=
{
x ∈ X: d(x, xi) < tA
}
,
then VA,xi ∩ VA,xj = ∅ for all 1 i, j  n, i 
= j .
Set
VA :=
⋃
VA,xi .1in
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fA(xi) = 0, 1 i  n, fA(X \ VA) = |A| = n.
For each positive number η set
U [A,η] := {f ∈ Cp(X):
∣∣f (xi)
∣∣ η, 1 i  n
}
.
Let F(X) be the family of all finite subsets of X. It is clear that the sets U [A,η], for
A ∈ F(X), 0 < η  1, form a basis of neighbourhoods of the zero-function 0 in Cp(X).
Since fA ∈ U [A,η] for each η > 0, then 0 belongs to the closure of the set M := {fA: A ∈
F(X)}.
Claim. Let E be a subset of M whose closure contains 0. Then
sup
{|A|: fA ∈ E
}= ∞.
To prove this suppose that there exists m ∈N such that for each fA ∈ E one has |A|m.
Set Tm := {y1, . . . , ym, ym+1}. We show that
U
[
Tm,2−1
]∩E = ∅
which will be in contradiction with the assumption 0 ∈ E¯. If there exists some fA ∈
U [Tm,2−1] ∩ E, where A = {x1, . . . , xn} and 1 n m, then yj ∈ VA for each 1 j 
m + 1. Indeed, otherwise (i.e., if yj /∈ VA for some j ) one gets that fA(yj ) = n and con-
sequently fA /∈ U [Tm,2−1]. Hence for any 1  j  m + 1 there exists 1  i  n such
that yj ∈ VA,xi . But this yields a contradiction because each of the sets VA,xi , where
1  i  n  m, does not contain more than one point of the set Tm since the diameter
of each VA,xi is less than ε and the distance between any two points from Tm is greater
than ε. Therefore Claim has been proved.
Since 0 ∈ M¯ and Cp(X) has bounded tightness, there exists a bounded subset E of M
such that 0 ∈ E¯. Hence
sup
{∣∣fA(x)
∣∣: fA ∈ E
}
< ∞
for every x ∈ X. By Claim there exists a sequence (fAn)n in E such that An ∈ F(X),
n ∈N and |An| → ∞. These facts imply that for every x ∈ X there exists nx ∈N such that
x ∈ VAn for all n nx and d(x, y) < (2|An|)−1ε for y ∈ An and n nx . Consequently the
set A :=⋃n An is dense and countable in X, so X is separable. 
Applying (A) and Proposition one gets the following
Corollary 6. If X is a metric space and Cp(X) has bounded tightness, then Cp(X) has
countable tightness.
Recall that a topological space X is scattered if every nonempty subspace Y of X has
an isolated (in Y ) point.
Corollary 7. If X is a complete metric space, then the following assertions are equivalent:
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(2) X is separable and scattered.
Proof. It is known that for a ˇCech-complete and Lindelöf space X the space Cp(X) is
Fréchet–Urysohn iff X is scattered, see [4] or [11] for details. Hence only the implication
(1) ⇒ (2) needs a comment. But the Fréchet–Urysohn property implies bounded tightness,
so Proposition applies. 
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